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Details of Visit:

Author: Sulzer Driver
Location 2: South Kensington
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 18 Mar 2016 19:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 150
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: London Loyalty Escorts
Website: http://loyaltyescorts.com/
Phone: 07776690788

The Premises:

Large 1930's apartment block, which has been entirely modernised internally.
Room itself was clean if a little small, but still large enough for a decent double bed.

The Lady:

Pictures on the Loyalty website are entirely accurate, however I'd say Cataleyna is perhaps a
couple of years older that the age stated and a couple of inches shorter than the 5'8 quoted.

The Story:

This was the first time that I had booked someone via one of the many escort operations that seem
to dominate in London, so having read a few reports on here I decided to use the services of
Loyalty Escorts as almost all of their reports on here were positive with only a couple of neutral
ones.

The booking was exceedingly easy, a quick phone call to their operator as to request Catalyna,
chosen after extensive research on their site, and was told that she was indeed available and this
would be confirmed via SMS and also her address would follow, both texts arriving less that ten
minutes after hanging up.

Got her place about 5 minutes late having missed the entrance and walked right past the door.
Once inside and the paper work was sorted we met on the bed, having already lost our clothes, I
started on her lovely tits, not huge but just the right handful, kissing and fondlleling them. Then I
manoeuvre her so that I can start some oral on her pussy, very nice, bringing her to a nice climax,
though this may have been faked, but still she had seemed to enjoy what I had done down there.

Places switched its on to some oral, for which a condom was produced, now I don't have a problem
with this as sometimes this can be better for me as it gets the old fella used to being covered as he
doesn't like it sometimes and goes on strike once the hat is on. On it goes and Catalyna starts her
oral administrations and fine they are too, with me almost coming, but not quite.

Catalyna asks what position I would like to start with and I opt for her on top and I'm soon slipping in
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to her warm wet cunt. We start slow but I've soon got Catalyna bouncing upp'n down on me and I
soon explode in her.

A brief respite, during which I try and engage her in some small talk but Catalyna is not the chatty
type, so after a short but awkward silence we move on to round two, Catalyna asks me what I'd like
to do next, and I suggest a 69, with the intention of splitting apart at some point and moving on to
some more intercourse at some point. However this doesn't happen as Catalyna's oral expertise is
enough to get me to a second climax.

Although the full hour is not yet up the chances of a third round are slim and as Catalyna appears
not to be the worlds greatest conversationalist we call time on the encounter, with me happily sated
though.
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